
Put one of the following phrasal verbs with ‘throw’ into the gaps. 

 

Throw: Up   In   into   Out   Away (each is used twice. You may have to change the form of ‘throw’) 

 

1) The boss ___________ question our results as he doubted the validity of the quality of research we did. 

 

2) Last night I felt sick and ___________ four or five times. 

 

3) I wasted the opportunity to live in the Maldives because I ___________ the job I was offered. 

 

4) As I spent a lot of money the shop ___________ an extra bottle of perfume for free. 

 

5) I thought that my research had answered all the questions but in fact it ___________ new problems. 

 

6) I was ___________ of school which means I have now been expelled from two different schools. 

 

7) The boss wanted us to comment on the new project so I ___________ a few ideas. 

 

8) I had wanted to get rid of my computer for ages so when my wife bought me a new one I was able to  

     ___________ the old one. 

 

9) As I didn’t need the box to my mobile phone I binned it and _____ it ______ with the rest of the rubbish. 

 

10) He_____ himself ______ his work so much that at the time of the meeting he was too concentrated to  

       notice that he was late. 

 

 

Which of the phrasal verbs in the sentences above means the following: 

 

a) dispose of something you no longer need (2 answers): 

b) contribute to a conversation: 

c) add something without extra cost: 

d) make someone leave an establishment because they have done something bad: 

e) put something in doubt: 

f) create more problems: 

g) waste a favourable possibility: 

h) be sick/vomit: 

i) concentrate hard on a task: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(source: www.ecole2012.wordpress.com) 



Answers: 

 

1) threw into  

2) threw up 

3) threw away 

4) threw in 

5) threw up 

6) thrown out 

7) threw in 

8) throw out 

9) threw away 

10) threw into 

 

a-9 and 8 

b-7 

c-4 

d-6 

e-1 

f-5 

g-3 

h-2 

i-10 

 

(source: www.ecole2012.wordpress.com) 


